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REBCO brings useful benefits but also
major challenges for use in dipoles
• A 4 mm REBCO tape can carry
• 1kA @15 T, 20 K when ! ∥ tape face;
• but only 100A when ! ⊥ tape face!

• The windings for a high-ﬁeld dipole require >15 kA cable,
• but that would require many tapes in parallel.

• A cable should twist or transpose for current sharing
• And REBCO is ruinously expensive
• 6 mm-wide REBCO tape costs $60/m!

• So how can we tame it for aﬀordable insert windings?
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REBCO Cable: 50 6 mm-wide tapes compressed face-on.
Conformal winding: REBCO cables closely parallel to lines of force.
Nb3Sn SuperCIC: stress management and cryo-cooling at cable level.
Both windings operate at 15.5 KA in series for 18 T bore field.

Current-sharing within REBCO cable
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Schematic model of a single-turn dipole winding
of a 10-tape cable.

Contact resistance between copper-clad REBCO
tapes as a function of compression.
J. Lu et al., ‘Contact resistance between. two REBCO tapes under load and
load-cycles’, https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1701/1701.00447.pdf

• As current is increased in a tape-cable winding, Lorentz
force pushes current towards outermost tape.
• As the current in that tape approaches Ic, an electric
field develops in the tape: !" = !$ & ⁄&' ( n~30
• Additional current is pushed back into next-inner tape...

Current-sharing has been observed,
and is only now being understood…
• Ten Kate et al. built cable-in-conduit from 6 CORC
cables containing twisted tapes in face-face contact:

Voltage spikes associated with successive stages of
current-sharing in the testing of a REBCO CIC conductor

T. Mulder et al., ‘Development of REBCO-CORC
conductors and magnet technology at CERN’,
IEEE Trans. Appl. Superconduct. 30, 4 4800605
(2020).

Current-sharing can be your
friend if you provide uniform, low
contact resistance among tapes
steel flux return
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• 1 MPa face-face compression is
sufficient to provide good
contact resistance: 35 µW-cm2.
• We can provide that
everywhere in a cable winding
using a laminar spring:

Contact resistance between copper-clad
REBCO tapes as a function of
compression.

We plan to develop a LEDET simulation of current-sharing
in the REBCO tape-stack cable in the insert winding.
We are seeking collaborators!

We have fabricated shortsegment 50-tape cables in
support channels
• Assemble 50-tape stack.
• Wrap each cable in pre-preg
S-glass fabric.
• Stack 2 cables and laminar
spring in support channel slot.

What about the ends?

End winding design in the hybrid dipole: a) first
modeling of the 3D magnetic field in the end region
for an earlier version without magnetic shims.
End region of REBCO sub-winding showing interleaved
tapes within each tape-stack cable, magnetic shims
between layers, and zero-strain twist-and-flare
conformation of the end turns.

Flared-end SuperCIC windings – use roboIc
bend tooling to form each turn with
constant radius, zero-strain to wires inside.
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Fabrication of SuperCIC:
a
perforated
center tube
b

pull straight 150 m cable through
sheath tube with loose fit

Robotic bend tooling to form
compact flared-end windings

cable superconducting
wires onto center tube
Comple'on of 3-layer ﬂared-end
SuperCIC winding on ATC’s
winding machine.
draw sheath tube onto
apply foil over-wrap cable to compress wire

True hybrid dipole – fabricate
windings separately, then assemble

a) wind each sub-winding with its support structure; b)
heat-treat the Nb3Sn sub-windings; c) insert the top/bottom
Nb3Sn sub-windings to nest with REBCO sub-winding, shim
to finish dimension; c) insert the two halves of flux return
with SS skin, compress and weld skin; insert in Al stress
tube, pressurize bladder to produce preload.

Structural support for 18 T forces

Quadrant cross-section of the dipole winding
assembly, showing the segments of support structure.
Simulated von Mises stress in the windings and Ti support
matrix of a similar 18 T SuperCIC block-winding.
Stress management throughout: Smax in all turns, both
subwindings

Multipoles during ramping,
Magnetization multipoles, AC losses
• The conformal winding produces
interesting benefits for magnetization
currents during ramping
• Because ! ∥ each tape face, when the
current sheet shifts inward as current is
ramped, one might worry that it would
produce multipoles in the bore field.
• But the current sheet shifts conformally,
so multipole fields are invariant as ‘center
of gravity’ of current shifts inward.

̇
• Likewise, magnetization fields arise when ! induces current
loops in a tape.
• But again ! ∥ each tape face, so no induced current loops!

Plans for staged parallel development:
Texas A&M for Nb3Sn outsert;
ATC for REBCO tape-cable insert

TAMU4: Single-shell REBCO sub-winding,
to be built by Texas A&M (GARD proposal).

Test 2-layer REBCO winding in ATC cryostat.

TAMU5: 4-layer Nb3Sn SuperCIC sub-winding,
to be built by ATC (SBIR proposal).

Test Nb3Sn winding in BNL 11 T dipole.

Pending success in those first tests, we hope
to team with a lab to test an 18 T model:

TAMU6: 8-layer Nb3Sn outsert, to be built by
ATC during SBIR Phase 2.
Bore field @ 4.2K short-sample
Cable current (windings in series)
REBCO: #tapes/cable x #cables/shell x #shells
Nb3Sn CIC: #wires/CIC x #cables/layer x #layers
Bmax in REBCO, CIC
Sextupole @ full field, injection field
Total conductor cost in 1m dipole

TAMU7: 18 T dipole, to be built as ATC/Texas A&M
collaboration.
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Suppose we re-configure the Nb3Sn outsert
– either use HCP CIC or Rutherford cable?

• HCP packing of Nb3Sn CIC
• Nb3Sn Rutherford cable
in outer half of outsert
• Bss in bore increases from 18.5 T
to 19.3 T, 4 fewer turns
• Flared ends could be a
• Must look at stress management challenge…

Conclusions
• We believe that the REBCO conformal-winding approach
may prove cost-effective for REBCO insert windings.
• The proposed development builds toward MDP’s
strategic goals.
• We seek your encouragement, criticism, and teamwork
in testing what we hope to build. Now we just need $...

Thank you!

